
 
 
 
 
Name:   _________________________________   Date:   ___________________________   4___  
 

Parts   of   Speech   Chant  
 

Directions :   Fill   in   the   blanks   to   complete   the   “Parts   of   Speech”   chant.   Once   you   finished,   take   a   picture  
or   send   a   copy   in   an   email   to   your   teacher:   
Mister   Max   (Group   1)    mpelissier@saintgeorge.cl    or   Miss   Amanda   (Group   2)    aklasila@saintgeorge.cl  
Bonus   Point   if   you   send   a   video   of   yourself   saying   the   chant!   

 
Parts   of   speech   HERE,   parts   of   speech   THERE,   parts   of   speech,   parts   of   speech  

EVERYWHERE!  

Nouns   name   a   person,   place,   or   thing  

Verbs   show   what   someone   is   doing  

Adjectives   describe   a   noun,   so   neat!  

These   are   parts   of   speech!  

Parts   of   speech   HERE,   parts   of   speech   THERE,   parts   of   speech,   parts   of   speech  

EVERYWHERE!  

Nouns   over   HERE,   nouns   over   THERE,   nouns,   nouns   EVERYWHERE!  

 
______________________   is   a   Common   Noun  

 
______________________   is   a   Proper   Noun  

 
______________________   is   a   Concrete   Noun   and  

 
______________________   is   an   Abstract   Noun  

 

Nouns   over   HERE,   nouns   over   THERE,   nouns,   nouns   EVERYWHERE!  

Verbs   over   HERE,   verbs   over   THERE,   verbs,   verbs   EVERYWHERE!  
 

______________________   is   an   Action   Verb  
 

but   ______________________   is   a   “Be”   Verb  
 

Mister   Max   _________________   the   soccer   ball   and   
                                                             (action   verb)   

 
Miss   Amanda   __________   at   the   waterfall!  

                                                                  (“BE”   verb)   
 

Verbs   over   HERE,   verbs   over   THERE,   verbs,   verbs   EVERYWHERE!  
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Adjectives   HERE,   adjectives   THERE,   adjectives,   adjectives   EVERYWHERE!  
 

The   ___________________________   students   learn   English.  
                                                     (adjective)   

 
The   ___________________________   teachers   have   a   wish.   

                                                     (adjective)   
 

The   priests   say   a   _________________   prayer,   and  
                                                                        (adjective)   

 
_________________   families   show   great   care!   

                                                 (adjective)   
 

Adjectives   HERE,   adjectives   THERE,   adjectives,   adjectives   EVERYWHERE!  
 
 
 

Parts   of   speech   HERE,   parts   of   speech   THERE,   parts   of   speech,   parts   of   speech  
EVERYWHERE!  

 
_________________   _________________   _________________  

(insert   adjective)             (insert   noun)                 (insert   verb)  
 
 

_________________   _________________   _________________  
(insert   adjective)             (insert   noun)                 (insert   verb)  

 
 

_________________   _________________   _________________  
(insert   adjective)             (insert   noun)                 (insert   verb)  

 
Parts   of   speech   HERE,   parts   of   speech   THERE,   parts   of   speech,   parts   of   speech  

EVERYWHERE!  
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